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Spending close to home  
pays dividends in Preston

What is  
the context? 
The city of Preston is Lancashire’s 
administrative centre. Only a few 
years ago it was feeling the toothy 
bite of central government’s austerity 
measures, while also reeling from the 
associated withdrawal of a developer 
and their ambitious economic plans 
for the city.

In 2011, when Labour and 
Cooperative Party councillors took 
control of Preston City Council, they 
quickly realised something needed 
to be done to shore up the local 
economy. They recognised the need 
for a systemic transformation. The 
good news was that councillors had 
heard of progressive procurement 
work taking place in Manchester. 
Further, members of the council had 
also attended a Centre for Local 
Economic Strategies’ session in 
London, where they saw a powerful 
presentation given by the grass 
roots Democracy Collaborative from 
Cleveland, Ohio.

The local authority decided it needed 
to be bold and pursue a vision 
that reimagined the way in which 
economic development could be 
pursued. By drawing on learning 
produced from local wealth-building 
activities – taking place in the UK 
and in America – Preston council 
decided to challenge trickle-down 
economics, and instead put their 
focus on the potential for harnessing 
existing wealth within local public 
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l Anchor institutions hold  
the key to community wealth

 l Trickle-down economics 
a thing of the past for 
emerging local councils

bodies. These public bodies,  
so-called anchor institutions, are the 
largest purchasers of goods and 
services in any given locality. 

The Centre for Local Economic 
Strategies (CLES), which was already 
developing local wealth building and 
progressive procurement strategies 
with other UK cities, was invited to 
work collaboratively with Preston to 
explore options for its economy.

What’s the story?
The CLES’s primary emphasis was 
upon changing minds and behaviours 
politically and in policy terms. The 
idea was to place less emphasis  
on cost alone and move towards  
a consideration of social value. 

A CLES spokesperson said: ‘We 
have engaged senior stakeholders 
in each institution, undertaken spend 
analysis, advised on what needs to 
change in procurement processes, 
and reviewed progress. CLES has 
been at the heart of a collaborative 
movement with our approach shaped 
by our experiences and values.’

Derek Whyte, Assistant Chief 
Executive of Preston City Council, 
said: ‘By exploring how a change  
in the spend of existing anchors 
within the public economy could 
create a local economic dividend,  
our partners CLES analysed the top 
300 suppliers for each of the anchors. 
‘They identified over £1 billion  
of annual procurement spend. 

However, we found that only a small 
proportion – five per cent – was being 
spent in Preston, and 39 per cent  
in wider Lancashire.

‘Over the course of the past four 
years, with the help of CLES, 
Preston City Council and each of the 
anchor institutions have shifted their 
processes and practices around 
procurement, so that in 2017 wealth  
is being harnessed more effectively 
for the benefit of the local economy.’ 

Today, across Preston’s anchor 
institutions, £128 million – or 20.8 
per cent of spend – currently leaks 
out of the Lancashire economy. This 
compares to £457 million – or 61 per 
cent of spend – back in 2012/13.

Derek adds: ‘In terms of employment 
we estimate that the increase in 
Preston spend supports some 1,648 
jobs, with the increase in Lancashire 
spend supporting some 4,500 jobs.’

Who are the  
key partners?
Preston City Council, CLES,  
and University of Central Lancashire, 
Lancashire County Council, 
Preston’s College,  
Cardinal Newman College, 
Lancashire Constabulary, 
Community Gateway Association.
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What has been  
the impact?
There has been a sea-change in 
council policy and the authority’s 
approach to wealth generation. 
Since developing the Preston Model, 
public services now spend £74 
million more in Preston than they  
did in 2013, with £200 million more 
being spent in Lancashire. That’s 
18.2 per cent of total spend taking 
place in Preston today, compared  
to five per cent four years ago. 
Across Lancashire the total spend  
on local organisations has gone  
from 39 per cent to 79.2 per cent. 
The anchor institutions involved  
in the research now have a greater 
affinity with the role they play in the 
local economy, creating a stronger 
democracy. They’ve also seen how 
their economic wealth has the power 
to impact positively upon residents.
There’s also been behavioural 
change with strategists and 
procurement practitioners.Preston 
has also been put on the map as a 
place of progressive local economic 
development. It’s also at the forefront 
of local wealth building work in a UK 
and European context. There have 
also been methodology innovations, 
with new ways of measuring spend, 
and the development of businesses 
and cooperatives. 
The Preston Model also says 
something about the positive powers 
of collaboration. The project involved 
eight local anchor institutions and 
there was collaboration with ten  
other EU cities engaged through  
the project’s Procure network.
The project has also led to  
The Preston Community Wealth  
Creation Initiative. 

What have been 
the key elements 
of success?
Tamar Reay is Preston City Council’s 
Project Leader for Procurement.
‘We have been working with CLES 
for more than seven years and their 
involvement has been invaluable  
in providing both a critical eye and  
a practical solution to our ambitions 
for a more inclusive and alternative 
local economy.’ 
‘Their recognised expertise, 
knowledge and professionalism 
has also been instrumental in the 
success of the European URBACT 
III Procure network to educate 
and share good practice in how 
procurement can create a good local 
economy. This collaboration has 
helped us to realise the emerging 
Preston Model and the continuing 
work around community wealth 
building.’
‘And,’ she added, ‘they are very  
nice people to work with!’

What has  
been learned?
Since 2013, over £70 million has 
been redirected back into the 
Preston economy with £200 million 
invested into the Lancashire 
economy. Spending behaviour within 
public bodies has been transformed 
and new tools for a fairer economy 
have been developed. The Preston 
Model has received national 
attention from press, government 
and towns and cities up and down 
the country. It’s now helping to 
shape the narrative around what  
a new post-Brexit, devolved 
economy could look like.

Who are the  
key contacts?
Derek Whyte, Assistant Chief 
Executive, Preston City Council. 
d.whyte@preston.gov.uk  
01772 903 430
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